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Abstract 
 
The incidence function model is a metapopulation model that predicts population 
dynamics and prospects. It focuses on two key processes; local extinction and 
recolonization. The former is assumed to depend on population size trough patch area. 
 
Here, with hazel grouse as study species, the extinction assumption was questioned 
through testing whether or not patch shape is better to use than area alone. Further, the 
local hazel grouse metapopulation’s prospects were investigated under current and 
fictitious environmental conditions. 
 
Data was collected by presence/absence inventory of a defined habitat patch network 
situated in mid east Sweden (59O 53’N, 17O36’E). Habitat shape was incorporated in the 
incidence function by a shape penalty system yielding the patch’s effective area. The 
incidence function model was simulated with both total and effective area. The focal 
species average dispersal distance is used in the model. Since two different studies 
showed different results both distances were modeled, giving 4 simulation setups. 
 
Results show that neither patch shape in form of perimeter area ratio nor effective area 
was a better predictor than total area for presence of hazel grouse. Both were strongly 
correlated to total area which makes it impossible to tell whether shape is significant by 
itself or due to the correlation. On the other hand this shows that, on a landscape scale, 
patch shape can be ignored. 
 
The metapopulation appears to be stable in all 4 simulations with current environmental 
conditions. The use of effective area had no net effect on the population dynamics. On 
the contrary, dispersal distance had a huge effect. Long dispersal caused the population to 
crash when reducing patch number and area. Short distance did not. The model also 
seemed to perform better with long dispersal. This stresses the need of further studies to 
determine a reliable dispersal distance for hazel grouse in this type of landscape. Until 
then I can only conclude that the local hazel grouse metapopulation could be in dire 
straights of extinction. I advice those who live in the study area and appreciates hazel 
grouse in their surrounding to treat habitat patches with care until more is known about 
their dispersal patterns. 
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Introduction 
 
During the past centuries human activity has altered boreal landscapes towards a more 
open structure. As time passed this trend has led to a more fragmented landscape. This 
has served mankind and other organisms well but has had a number of undesired side 
effects such as loss of biodiversity and shifts in species composition towards species 
favored by “human induced” landscapes. All at the expense of species that are less 
adapted to such landscapes (Saunders et al. 1991, Keller & Anderson 1992, Gibbs & 
Stanton 2001). In these fragmented landscapes, there is still a great number of extant 
species facing an unfair struggle with fragmentation whereas others have the ability to 
handle the new situation. In order to prevent the former group of species from eventually 
going extinct on regional or even global scale, attempts to verify them needs to be done 
so action can be taken where it is needed the most.  
 
The consequences this kind of landscape structure has on population structure gradually 
led to the understanding and development of a scientific field that came to be called 
metapopulation biology, dating back to the early twentieth century (from Hanski & 
Simberloff 1997). The term “metapopulation” was originally coined by Richard Levins 
(1969) and refers to a “population of populations” in a number of patches (also referred 
to as islands) of suitable habitat, connected by migration over a matrix (or more exact: 
landscape) of unsuitable habitat. These local populations (also referred to as populations, 
subpopulations or demes) are, due to their small number of inhabitants, all prone to 
extinction, but prevail on a regional scale by recolonization from surrounding 
populations. 
 
In 1994, Ilkka Hanski (1994), a true pioneer in this field, presented the incidence function 
model (IF) that describes the dynamics of a metapopulation. This model helps 
conservation biologists to answer the basic question: is a certain species likely to persist 
as a metapopulation in a certain set of habitat patches? It has been widely accepted and 
proven to generate good predictions of the dynamics within metapopulations (Wahlberg 
et al. 1996, Moilanen et al. 1998, Kindvall 2000, Vos et al. 2000).   
 
The strength of the model lies in its simplicity. Only a few, easily obtained, parameters 
are needed to run the model. These parameters are: Presence/absence data from a 
“snapshot” of a set of patches, their respective area and spatial arrangement to obtain 
inter patch distances. Information of the focal specie’s dispersal ability is also strongly 
recommended, but not necessary.   
 
The model focuses on two key processes; local extinction and colonization. Probability of 
extinction depends on the size of a local population, often assumed to be proportional to 
patch area, and colonization probability which is governed by distance to other patches.   
 
In order to further improve the model (Hanski 1994, Moilanen & Hanski 1998), habitat 
quality and landscape structure can be added. Such data on habitat quality has so far had 
poor effect on the outcome, and modeling landscapes with these features added has not 
improved the model (Moilanen & Hanski 1998). 
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As patches become smaller, their ratio of edge to interior area increases. This is due to the 
geometrical rule that perimeter changes as a linear function and area as a squared 
function. This produces the so called edge effect which has been widely studied and 
shown to have effects such as elevated predation risk on bird nests (Gates & Gysel 1978, 
Wilcove 1985, Andren & Angelstam 1988). Although Lahti (2001) concluded that this 
should not be seen as a universal truth, he could not argue that it was not the case in 
fragmented landscapes where potential predators can enter habitat patches from the 
surrounding landscape. Fragmentation has also been proven to have a negative effect on 
species richness when the edge to interior area increases (Helzer & Jelinski 1999). This 
indicates that edges differ environmentally and ecologically from interior areas as species 
have their own unique niches. The former is confirmed by Matlack’s (1993) finding that 
width of the edge zone is critical to the existence of interior habitat in forest fragments 
and that a large proportion of the forest in small and medium sized fragments is 
climatically altered by edge proximity. 
 
Given this, two patches of the same size but different shape contain different proportions 
of edge and core habitat, which may have an impact on the likelihood of finding a 
specific species due to its minimum area requirement. It may also affect the abundance of 
the species a patch can sustain. This stresses the question whether size of a patch is a 
proper measure of its carrying capacity, i.e. population size. Therefore I go back to the 
question whether habitat quality in terms of perimeter-area ratio, which so far seems to be 
untested in metapopulation model approaches, can be of potential use in the incidence 
function model to generate better predictions about metapopulation dynamics. 
 
This will keep the model minimalistic, which was its original purpose and one of its 
primary strengths (Hanski 1994). As you will se in the text, the only new information 
needed can easily be obtained by the use of a Geographic Information System (GIS) 
approach.  
 
In this essay I used hazel grouse, Bonasa bonasia as model species. The hypothesis I 
wanted to test is that incorporation of habitat quality in terms of perimeter area ratio is 
better in predicting presence in a patch than area alone. If so, it would be of better use in 
IF than area. Here I first investigate the potential use of effective area, then parameterize 
IF for the hazel grouse and investigate the dynamics and prospects of the metapopulation 
with the parameterized model, both with total and effective area in a set of different 
scenarios. 
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Material and Methods 
 

Study species 
Hazel grouse (Bonasa bonasia) is spread throughout the Palearctic boreal forest from the 
western coast of Norway to northeastern Siberia, and extending southwards into central 
France, former Yugoslavia, North Korea and the Japanese island of Hokkaido (Bergmann 
et al. 1982 in Swenson 1991a). It is a small grouse weighing 375-400 grams, making it 
the third smallest grouse in the world. It has the narrowest ecological niche of the 
European grouse species. It requires dense coniferous vegetation cover, primarily 
Norway spruce (Picea abies) and/or white fir (Abies alba) with a high degree of canopy 
closure, a dense coniferous understory, and a supply of deciduous trees for catkins and 
buds as winter food, which in Fennoscandia are alder (Alnus glutinosa and A. incana) and 
birch (Betula pubescens and B. pendula) (Seiskari 1962). It is territorial and has very high 
habitat fidelity. Hazel grouse is monogamous and defend territories intrasexually for 
nutritional access and mating. Thus, male and female territories overlap. Clutch size 
averages 8 eggs. Areas they use shift a bit between summer-autumn and winter-spring, 
mainly due to dietary shift. During summer and autumn it prefers to eat forbs, bilberry 
(Vaccinium myrtillus) and lingonberry (Vaccinium vitis idaea). Their home range 
averages 15-26 hectare and there are no signs of seasonal migration (Swenson 1991a). 
Swenson and Danielsson (1995) found that the median dispersal distance is 800 meters, 
which can be considered as short. Another study by Montadert and Léonard (2006) 
showed that the mean post juvenile dispersal distance is 4.0 km for males and 2.0 km for 
females. No significant difference between the sexes was found. The specific habitat 
requirements, habitat fidelity and short to moderate dispersal distance make Hazel grouse 
a perfect match for metapopulation studies. 
 

Study area 
The study area is located in the mid east of Sweden (59O 53’N, 17O36’E) with the city of 
Uppsala situated in the center. Like other urban areas, this landscape has been altered by 
human activity and is under constant pressure of land use change, both from forestry and 
expanding infrastructure. This has led to the development of a broken, heterogeneous and 
patchy landscape with agricultural land, urban areas and fragments of forests. This, 
combined with the ecology of hazel grouse, leads one to think of a patchy distribution of 
hazel grouse, just like one expect of a metapopulation. In order to define patches where 
hazel grouse is likely to be found, habitat must be separated from non habitat. Sahlsten 
(2006) did that with the use of Ecological niche factor analysis (ENFA). Briefly, this 
process involves investigation of abiotic and biotic factors, interpreted from 
spectrophotometric data, in the immediate surroundings of a number of known hazel 
grouse positions. The content in these areas are later used to find other areas similar to 
those with hazel grouse. For further details, see Sahlsten (2006). Since the median home 
range is 20 hectares (Swenson 1991a), smaller patches were excluded. Further, all but 2 
patches crossing the study area’s border were also excluded since it affects the perimeter 
area ratio. The 2 patches were kept due to their small intercept area.  
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Census 
In order to obtain presence/absence data an inventory of the patches was conducted 
between 4 April and 18 May 2006, following the method described by Swenson (1991b). 
It only applies to males and, each time used, has had a probability of 82% to detect a 
certain male. For example, let us assume that there are 10 males within a certain patch. 
The probability of missing one of them is 0.18. Hence, the probability of missing all of 
them is 0.18^10. The method involves cautious walking in transects with a width of 150 
meters, stopping every 150 meter for 6 minutes. While stopping, one lures hazel grouse 
with the help of a hunter’s whistle, simply by imitating the male song approximately 
every 30 seconds. The call is considered a provocation since it means announcement of 
territory. If the area already is inhabited by a male, he will answer the call telling this 
place is spoken for. We used the Hubertus hazel grouse whistle that can be found in most 
well supplied hunting stores. For the whistle to be heard, the weather must be good and 
relatively wind still. Various models of Garmin GPS:s and maps were used to facilitate 
navigation and to take coordinates of observations. Since the only question asked was 
presence or absence, the inventory in each patch was discontinued as soon as presence 
was confirmed, either by an encountering individual or droppings. 
 

Incidence function model 
The incidence function (IF) model is a stochastic, spatially realistic, occupancy model 
based on a first order linear Markov chain model describing the occupancy of a single 
habitat patch. It further adds all patches and describes the total number, or proportion, of 
discrete patches in a network that are inhabited by the focal species at a certain time. 
Patches become vacant following local extinction and occupied trough recolonization. 
One assumption is that local (within a patch) dynamics occurs fast in comparison to 
regional scale (among patches). Hence, local dynamics are ignored, which opens up for 
focusing on whether each patch is occupied or not. This is answered by collection of 
presence/absence data for each patch. Another important assumption is that the 
metapopulation is in dynamic colonization-extinction equilibrium, meaning there is 
neither net extinction nor colonization over time. Moilanen (2000) explains why one in 
fact simply may assume equilibrium, by concluding that it is, even with big data sets with 
a time span of several years, practically impossible to prove the presence of a long term 
trend. The model focuses on two key events; local extinction (E), and colonization (C). 
The stationary probability Ji, the so called incidence, of patch i being occupied is 
described by 
 
Ji = Ci / (Ci + Ei ) 
 
Both high probabilities (close to 1) for local extinction and colonization leads incidence 
to approach 0.5. But due to the high colonization rate it should be closer to 1. This is 
achieved by changing the extinction probability to (1- C)* E. E now stands for the 
extinction probability in absence of migration. The equation becomes 
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Ji = Ci / (Ci + Ei
 - Ci * Ei) 

 
where Ci * Ei stands for the strength of the rescue effect.  
 
Local extinction is a function of the area Ai. In this line of argument lies the assumption 
that population size is linearly correlated with patch area. Ei is described with the 
following equation 
 
Ei = e/Ai

x  if Ai > e1/x 
 
Ei = 1  if Ai ≤ e1/x, 
 
where e and x are two constants. Extinction equals unity when Ai equals or becomes 
smaller than e1/x. Constant x is used to reflect the severity of environmental stochasticity. 
High x values indicate a stable environment. If there are differences in habitat quality 
which are linearly related to population density, Ai can be replaced by the “effective” 
area Ai

′ for patch i with quality Qi. The effective area is given by QiAi/Q*, where Q* is 
the maximum habitat quality, scaled to equal unity. I will return to that later.  
 
Colonization is a function of the number of immigrants, Mi, arriving to patch i per time 
unit. This is dependent on the isolation of the patch, expressed as its distance to the other 
patches. The equation follows 
 
Ci = Mi

2 / (Mi
2 + y2) 

 
where parameter y determines how fast colonization probability reaches unity with 
increasing number of immigrants, which is described by 
 
Mi = ßSi 
 
where  
 
Si = ∑pj e

(-α dij) Aj 
 
The sum is taken over all patches j ≠ i. pj is 1 and 0 for occupied and vacant patches at 
time t, respectively. dij is the distance between patch i and j and. α, the inverse of the 
average dispersal distance (Oksanen 1994), is a constant setting the survival rate of 
migrants over that distance. ß is a constant that stands for a number of components and 
practically remains unknown. But, as you will see, this causes no problems. Putting the 
new expressions in the equation yields 
 
Ci = 1 / (1 + (y′/Si)2) 
 
where y′ = y/ß describes the colonization ability of the focal species. Small y′ indicates a 
good colonizer, little affected by isolation.  
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Putting together the different equations yields the following equation 
 
Ji = 1 / (1+ (e′ / (Si

2/ Ai
x))) 

 
where e′ = e y′2.  
 
The parameters e, y′ and x can be estimated from snapshot data. α can also be estimated 
this way, but it is best to estimate it by independent studies e.g. mark- recapture data. 
This way the number of parameters needed to be estimated from presence/absence data is 
reduced and one gets information whether the focal species migration is sufficiently 
restricted to justify a metapopulation approach. When estimates of all parameter values 
are obtained, one may numerically iterate the dynamics for any of the focal species 
metapopulation in any given system of habitat patches. For further information of this 
section see Hanski (1994). 
 

Effective area 
In order to incorporate the perimeter area ratio in IF, a shape penalty system was created. 
The system is based on the amount of “edge area” a patch has. Studies have shown that 
there is an edge effect on abiotic, biotic and ecological factors at least 50 meters from the 
edge (Gates & Gysel 1978, Andrén & Angelstam 1988, Matlack 1993). Therefore an 
edge effect of 50 meters was used in this study. Furthermore Swenson (1991a) found that 
kill sites for radio marked hazel grouse were closer to edges than random sites. 
 
The amount of edge area the patch has is weighed against the minimum possible edge 
area. This would mean that the patch is circular, since, of all possible two dimensional 
forms, a circle has the least area facing outwards. GIS technique (ESRI) was used to 
determine the area each patch has from the edge and 50 meters inwards. To calculate the 
area each patch loses, a buffer zone of 50 meter from the patch edge was created. 
Hollows in patches are included in the edge. This gives the area that lies inside 50 meters 
from the edge and was subtracted from the original patch area, giving Qi. To determine 
Q*, the minimum area patch i could lose, the area a circle of the same size would lose 
was calculated. This was done the following way 
 
rcircle with areaAi = (Ai/π)1/2 
 
Acircle with r-50 meter = π*(r-50)2  
 
Q*= Ai -Acircle with r-50 meter 
 
Where r is the circle’s radius. Since Q* ≤ Qi, the inverse was used. The effective area is 
given the following way  
 
 
Ai

′ = Qi
-1Ai/Q*-1  
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which can be written as 
 
Ai

′ = Q*Ai/Qi 
 
At first, it might seem strange weighing Qi, the core area, against Q*.  But when the 
proportion of effective area (Q*/Qi) approaches 0 there is little continuous core area left 
for the focal species to inhabit.  
 

Data Treatment and statistics 
Patch and census data were treated as a GIS in the GIS computer program ArcGis 9.1 
(ESRI). All statistics and modeling of IF were performed in R (R Development Core 
Team 2005). 
 
To test the relative importance of perimeter area ratio and area in predicting presence, 
both were tested separately against presence/absence using logistic regression. The 
reason for not testing them together is, theoretically, that the two variables are correlated. 
Therefore, linear regression with logged scales was performed to see how well area and 
perimeter area ratio correlates. 
 
The effective area was tested against presence/absence with logistic regression. Linear 
regression with logged scales was used to se how well the effective area correlates with 
the total area. 
 
IF was fitted with the presence/absence data and parameter estimation was done as 
described by Oksanen (1994), with minor modification to allow a fixed minimum patch 
area (appendix 1). Area was expressed in hectares and distance between patches in 10 
kilometers. Approximate center-center distance was used. Patches smaller than 20 
hectares were neglected in the census, thus minimum patch area was set to 20 hectares. 
Parameters were estimated with both total and effective patch area. Since average 
dispersal distance differs between studies, α was set to 2.5 and 10, which corresponds to 
4 and 1 kilometer, respectively. This gives 4 combinations, and hence 4 different 
parameter estimations. 
 
To simulate different scenarios of future and present landscape changes, Oksanen’s 
(1994) model was further modified to enable simulation with fixed parameter values, 
eligible number of time steps in each simulation and evaluation of fitted incidences 
(appendix 2). The model was first simulated with current environmental conditions. In a 
second scenario, 20% of each patch’s area was reduced to enlighten reasonable effects of 
the general fragmentation trend. In a third scenario, 8 patches were eliminated to 
illustrate possible effects of the current construction of the new E4 high way that is going 
trough the study area, and thus might affect these 8 patches negatively. 
 
Both total and effective patch area were simulated with the current conditions using both 
values of α. Results of the second and third scenario are only showed with total patch 
area and α =10.  
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Based on data input, the model predicts incidence between 0 and 100 % for each patch. 
This is called fitted incidence and is shown as a heat scale in graphs. The redder the patch 
is the higher is the fitted incidence.  
 
Simulation was set at 500 time steps, which corresponds to 500 generations. The 
occupancy is showed in graphs where occupancy of the 5 best patches (the ones with the 
highest incidence) is shown as a separate graph in the same diagram. To get the total 
number of occupied patches, the two graphs need to be added. From generation 501 to 
1000, the 5 best patches are eliminated to show effects of them being destroyed.  
 
Results of the simulations represent the general trend of occupancy. These results are 
stochastic and should therefore only be seen as an indication. Statistics should not be 
used in evaluating the results.   
  
A diagram of how well the simulated incidences matches fitted incidences are shown for 
all simulations. The better they fit the better the model works.  
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Results 

Census 
A total of 70 patches covering 19174.06 hectare were censused.  Patch areas ranged from 
21.46 to 4282.44 ha. The mean and median area was 273.92 and 54.26 hectares, 
respectively. In 13 patches, hazel grouse was observed and in two droppings were found, 
giving a total of 15 occupied patches (Fig 1). These patches varied in size from 34.26 to 
4282.44 ha with a mean and median area of 829.42 and 676.35 ha, respectively. 

Figure 1. Map of the study area’s suitable habitat patches, their spatial relations, possible influence by the 
new E4 highway and presence/absence status of hazel grouse in spring 2006.  
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Relative importance of perimeter area ratio and area 
Total patch area was positively and perimeter area ratio was negatively correlated to 
presence of hazel grouse (table 1). Area had both higher significance and lower AIC 
value than perimeter area ratio. The correlation between patch area and perimeter area 
ratio was strong (R2 = 0.7741, df= 68, p < 2.2*10^-16).  
 
Table.1. Results of logistic regression in which occupancy status of hazel grouse in the patches in sprig 
2006 was tested against patch area, patch perimeter area ratio and effective patch area. Null deviance: 
72.741 on 69 d.f. and residual deviance: 51,419 on 68 d.f. for area, null deviance: 72,741 on 69 d.f. and 
residual deviance: 59.267 on 68 d.f. for perimeter area ratio and null deviance: 72.741 on 69 d.f. and 
residual deviance: 51.903 on 68 d.f. for effective patch area. 

Notes: Negative parameter estimate values indicate a negative relationship between the variables and vice 
versa. Significance codes: ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 
 

Effective area 
Effective patch area ranged from 17.46 to 609.98 hectares with a mean and median of 
93.55 and 40.72 hectare, respectively. Q*/Qi, the proportion of effective area in a patch, 
ranged from 14.24 to 94.38%, with a mean and median of 63.59 and 67.25%, 
respectively. Effective area had higher significance than total area for presence of hazel 
grouse (table 1). But, again, AIC was lower for total area. Effective area was strongly 
correlated to total area (R2 = 0.9719, df = 68, p < 2.2*10^-16), hence large total patch 
area gives a large effective area. But notice that the largest patch is only 35 times larger 
than the smallest instead of 200 times as in total patch area.  
 

IF, current condition and prospects of the local hazel grouse metapopulation 
The 4 different parameter values yielded by fitting snapshot data in IF are shown in table 
2. Parameter x is lower for low α values. This indicates greater effect of environmental 
stochasticity when average dispersal distance is set at 4 km. In comparison to total area, 
use of effective area gave higher x values for each α, thus lowering the effect of 
environmental stochasticity. y′ was higher for low α values. For each α, effective area 
further lowered the estimates of y′, telling us effective area lowers effect of isolation.  
 
Table.2. Estimated values of parameter x, e and y′ in the incidence function model based on total and 
effective patch area with two different values of α. Estimates are based on  presence/absence data of hazel 
grouse in the study area’s patch network in spring 2006. 

 α x E y′ 
Area 2.5 1.514307 93.35951 6.669026*10^7      
Area 10 2.829093 4794.401 9.313301*10^5 
Effective area 2.5 2.029172 436.5291 4.161814*10^6   
Effective area 10 3.603324 48756.53 5.203854*10^4 

 

Variable estimate z value P AIC 
Area 3.899*10^-7 3.520 4.31*10^-4*** 55.419 
Perimeter area ratio -653.529 -3.057 2.24*10^-3** 63.267 
Effective area 1.3593*10^2 3.672 2.40*10^-4*** 55.903 
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Simulation with current environmental conditions indicated that the metapopulation is 
stable in all 4 simulations (Fig 2). Proportion of occupied patches was about the same in 
all simulations. Low α value generated higher amplitude in metapopulation cycling. The 
clearest and most important result here was the difference in ability to handle patch 
degeneration. Simulation with high α value handled removal of the 5 best patches, low α 
value did not. 
 
Fitted incidences varied between the 4 different conditions (Fig 3, table 3). Mean fitted 
incidence was the same for all (15/70), whereas minimum and maximum incidences were 
lower and higher, respectively, for high α value. Standard deviation was higher for high α 
value. Long average dispersal distance led to higher predicted incidence for more isolated 
patches. The spatial pattern of fitted incidence did not differ between effective and total 
area.  
 
Table.3. Min-, max- , median-, mean values and standard deviation of fitted incidences in the incidence 
function model for patches in the study area based on total and effective patch area with two different 
values of α. Presence/absence status of patches in spring 2006 was used in the calculation. 

 α min median mean max sd 
Area  2.5 7.489*10^-3 6.747*10^-2 0.2143 0.8697 0.2670
Area 10 2.915*10^-9 2.354*10^-2 0.2143 0.9922  0.3242 
Effective area 2.5 5.892*10^-3 7.394*10^-2 0.2143 0.8857 0.2638 
Effective area 10 1.433*10^-9 3.411*10^-2 0.2143 0.9895 0.3167 

 
Fitted incidence versus simulated incidence was better for α =2.5 (Fig 4). In all cases, 
patches with a simulated incidence less than 0.2 agreed well with the fitted incidences.  
 
Removal of 20% of each patch’s area seems to slightly affect the patch occupancy pattern 
towards less patches being occupied (fig 5). But recall that the simulations are stochastic. 
Since area becomes smaller, the number of immigrants migrating from pj to pi decreases, 
thus isolation becomes higher. Ei also increase, but not enough to exceed the critical 
threshold where extinctions occur faster than recolonization. Values of fitted incidences 
are identical to those from the use of total area. Simulated incidence seemed to fit fitted 
incidence slightly worse than simulation with total area did.  
 
The possible loss of 8 patches (fig 1) due to the new E4 highway affects the patch 
occupancy pattern somewhat, but not the number of occupied patches (fig 6). Notice that 
the 5 best patches have a higher occupancy than in any other simulation. Since there now 
are only 62 patches, the proportion of occupied patches is higher. Removed patches had 
low fitted incidence in the scenario with current conditions. Fitted incidence changed 
somewhat in the remaining patches (min: 5.638*10^-9, median: 1.585*10^-2, mean: 
0.2258, max: 0.9975, sd: 0.3515). All values, except the median which was lower, where 
somewhat higher than those from simulation with all patches. Spatial pattern changed due 
to some of the patches becoming more isolated. By the look of the fitted vs. simulated 
incidence graph, it seems like the simulated incidences was higher than the model had 
fitted. 
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Figure 2. Simulation of the incidence function model with the study area’s hazel grouse metapopulation. 
Simulation is set at 500 generations with all patches and another 500 with removal of the 5 best patches 
given current environmental conditions.  a: total area with α = 10, b: total area with α = 2.5,   
c: effective area with α = 10 and d: effective area with α = 2.5. 
Notes: The black line represents occupancy of the 5 best patches and the red line the 65 remaining patches. 
Total occupancy in gained by adding the two lines. Simulation is based on data from spring 2006. 
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Figure 3.  The incidence function’s fitted incidences of hazel grouse in the study area’s patches given 
current environmental conditions for a: total area with α = 10, b: total area with α = 2.5, c: effective area 
with α = 10 and d: effective area with α = 2.5. 
Notes: The redder the patch is the higher incidence. Size of patches is relative to patch size within area 
category, not between them. Axis show coordinates in the Swedish national grid system RT 90 2.5 gon W. 
Incidences are based on data from spring 2006. 
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Figure 4. The incidence function’s fitted incidences vs. simulated incidences of hazel grouse in the study 
area’s patches given current environmental conditions for a: total area with α = 10, b: total area with α = 
2.5, c: effective area with α = 10 and d: effective area with  
α = 2.5. The figure is based on data obtained in spring 2006. 
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Figure 5. Simulation of the incidence function model with the study area’s hazel grouse metapopulation. 
Simulation is set with 80 % of each patch’s original area and α = 10. a:  Simulation of 500 generations 
with all patches and another 500 with removal of the 5 best patches, b: Fitted incidence and c: Fitted 
incidence vs. simulated incidence. 
Notes: a: The black line represents occupancy of the 5 best patches and the red line the 65 remaining 
patches. Total occupancy in gained by adding the two lines. b: The redder the patch is the higher 
incidence. Size of circle is relative to patch size. Axis show coordinates in the Swedish national grid 
system RT 90 2.5 gon W. The figure is based on data obtained in spring 2006.
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Figure 6. Simulation of the incidence function model with the study area’s hazel grouse metapopulation.  
Simulation is set with exclusion of 8 patches due to possible disturbance by the new E4 highway and  
α = 10. a:  Simulation of 500 generations with all patches and another 500 with removal of the 5 best 
patches, b: Fitted incidence and c: Fitted incidence vs. simulated incidence. 
Notes: a: The black line represents occupancy of the 5 best patches and the red line the 57 remaining patches. 
Total occupancy in gained by adding the two lines. b: The redder the patch is the higher incidence. Size of circle is 
relative to patch size. Axis show coordinates in the Swedish national grid system RT 90 2.5 gon W. The figure is 
based on data obtained in spring 2006. 
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Discussion 
 
My study reveals that hazel grouse is a victim of fragmentation. Only slightly more than a 
fifth of the patches were occupied. Even though 75% of all 12 patches larger than 450 
hectare were occupied, there was one patch as large as 1100 hectare lacking presence. 
The fragmentation effect is further enhanced by the fact that the study area is, by no 
means, isolated from the surrounding. Therefore individuals originating from outside or 
excluded areas within the study area most likely affect presence/absence patterns in 
patches situated in the periphery. Thus presence in a patch can not simply be explained 
by connectivity to patches in the study area. There might be a close patch from the 
outside of which’s existence we are unaware.  
 
In contradiction to the hypothesis, my results show that the shape of a patch is no better 
than patch area in predicting presence of hazel grouse. Even though all three variables 
were significant, total patch area was the best variable (with lowest AIC) in predicting 
presence of hazel grouse. Theoretically, it is possible that the method used in the census 
could have biased the positive effect of area. Remember that the average probability of 
detecting a male hazel grouse was 0.82 per trial. Therefore, the smaller the patch is, there 
are two reasons for an erroneous absence result. First, the smaller the patch is, the fewer 
males it provides. Second, the lower was the sampling effort. A general drawback is that 
both perimeter area ratio and effective area was strongly correlated to total patch area, 
which unable it to keep them apart. Therefore it is practically impossible to say if they 
were significant by themselves or due to the correlation with total patch area. There is no 
risk of edge zones being subject to discrimination in the ENFA since it involves 
treatments of much coarser and different data than Matlack (1993) worked with. 
Furthermore, he found an effect of factors such as wind activity which can not be 
detected by the use of spectrophotometry. It would have been preferable to split up the 
patches in different size categories. That way area is fairly isolated and the effect of 
perimeter area ratio and effective area could have been solved independently. 
Unfortunately, since only 15 patches of varying size were occupied, doing so would have 
given too low sample sizes. On the other hand this shows that, in this landscape, patch 
shape can be ignored. I suggest this is true for any landscape unless patch shapes are not 
approaching extremes like long and narrow or star fish like shapes. To further test 
whether the use of effective area works or not, I encourage further studies on patches of 
the same or reasonably similar size. Another way of isolating the effect of area is to use 
population density instead of presence as the dependent variable when performing 
statistics.  
 
Setting simulations at 500 time steps (500 generations) has neither ecological nor 
conservational meaning. But, this way the trend of occupancy and eventual quasi steady 
states were much better displayed. The only true steady state is of course when no 
patches are occupied, e.g. metapopulation extinction. Further, as when rolling dice, fitted 
vs. simulated incidence became better during longer simulations.  
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Simulations reveal that, given long average dispersal distance, metapopulation 
persistence becomes dependent on a small numbers of patches whereas short dispersal 
distances yield a larger number of important patches, making hazel grouse less sensitive 
to habitat degeneration. This can also be seen in the results of fitted incidences where a 
high α value had much lower minimum and slightly lower median fitted incidence, but 
the same mean, as a low α value. To weigh this up it must have had quite a number of 
patches with very high incidence. That is confirmed by the higher maximum fitted 
incidence. 
 
The result with higher y′ for high average dispersal is somewhat surprising. A possible 
explanation could be that while simulating with low average dispersal distance hazel 
grouse, as seen in the simulations, keep colonizing patches, but not as fast as if they 
would have dispersed longer. But since each population persists longer it outweighs the 
lower colonization ability and is thereby less affected by isolation. As can be seen in the 
results, predicted parameter values differ somewhat between the different simulation 
setups. However, the importance lies in their combination which gives the final result. 
 
Even though not shown in the results, simulations with long average dispersal distance 
were performed for all scenarios. All cases involved loss of habitat and resulted in a 
metapopulation crash. It is worrying that the simulated incidences were higher correlated 
to the fitted incidences for low α value. Low correlation means that the snapshot fitting 
and simulation give inconsistent results, while they in fact ought to give similar results. 
This means that the model works somewhat better with long average dispersal distance. It 
remains unknown how much the fitted incidences are affected by the study area’s 
surroundings. Measurement of inter patch distances could also have affected the fitted 
incidences since they are approximate center-center distances. Depending on patch size 
and shape, center-center distances can be relatively long, while, on the other hand, the 
shortest edge-edge distance some times is less than a couple of stone throws. 
Development of methods to model the real isolated distances between patches would 
perhaps lead to other results. 
 
In order to enable better information for conservation directives I stress the need of 
further studies to verify a reliable dispersal distance in this kind of landscape. The median 
dispersal distance of 800 meter found by Swenson and Danielsson (1995) was obtained 
only about 100 km from this study area but in a much more homogenous landscape. The 
reason for setting α at 1 kilometer, close to the median was simply because no mean was 
given in their article. Further, the model did not accept α values higher than 10 due to 
fitted incidences becoming 0 or 1. Possible reasons could be that, by definition, all 
patches in this model are prone to extinction. Thereby fitted incidences of 1 are not 
accepted. On the other extreme, every patch in the network has by definition some 
probability of being occupied. Otherwise it would simply not be there. Montadert and 
Léonard’s (2006) study was performed in the French Alps. Their results showed that 
individuals moved long distances over open agricultural land and that there seems to be 
two different dispersal tactics. One is where the juvenile moves erratically and settles on 
or close to the natal area. The other was direct movement to a new range relatively far 
from the natal area. Maybe Swenson and Danielsson by chance missed recording this 
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second type of dispersal. Does it even exist in their, or this, study area? The answer 
remains unknown and certainly needs to be answered.  
 
Another wake up call is found in Nisbet and Gurney (Nisbet & Gurney 1982 in Sjögren-
Gulve & Hanski 2000) who found that the approximate mean number of occupied 
patches for long term metapopulation persistence, i.e. quasi steady state, should be ≥ 
3√total number of patches. In our case that is 3√70 ≈ 25, which is both far from the 15 
patches in the snapshot and from the mean of any simulation that was done. 
 
Using effective area had no detectable effect on the pattern of patch occupancy. Even 
though, in the model, it evened the differences in relative patch area by one power it was, 
among the other parameters, compensated for by a higher x value.  
 
Given short dispersal, the importance of the 8 removed patches that are likely to become 
negatively affected by the E4 highway was of low priority for metapopulation 
persistence. Hence their removal seemed to have no effect on the number of occupied 
patches. But, there is one small snag. By the look of the fitted vs. simulated incidence 
graph, there seemed to have been an oversimulation of occupied patches, thus casting 
shadow over possible effects of changes in the fitted incidence. It would be somewhat 
relieving if the effect was minimal since it really seems likely that at least some of the 
patches become uninteresting for hazel grouse in the future. While inventorying, the road 
construction took part close to and even straight trough some patches. Though silencing 
barriers was already constructed, disturbing noise was heard far from the construction 
site. 
 
20 % removal of each patch’s area did not cause a crash, but the consequence of less 
patches being occupied is alarming. Since no effect was seen on removal of less 
important patches in the E4 simulation, this effect probably depends most on the area 
removal in a minor number of relatively important patches. In the case of long dispersal 
this removal was enough to cause a crash.  
 
Results from any population model should be handled with care. In this case I would 
suggest extra care. Incidence function models have so far mostly been applied on small 
animals like butterflies, insects, frogs etc (Hanski et al. 1996, Biedermann 2000, Vos et 
al. 2000). Compared to hazel grouse these species have among other things, by number, 
larger subpopulations, faster generation time, smaller patches and shorter inter patch 
distances. When the population size and density decreases by one, or several, powers it is 
reasonable to assume that the effect of assumptions like constant number of immigrants 
and random dispersal directions is no longer valid. However Moilanen et al. (1998) 
applied IF on a small lagomorph, the American pika Ochotona princes. Comparison with 
known occupancy data showed that the model well predicted the population dynamics. 
Here the species number in the patches is low and dispersal distance short. The patches 
and patch network is though, compared with this study beyond words, minimal. 
Lindenmayer et al. (1999) tested IF on four species of arboreal marsupials under 
conditions fairly similar to this study. But again, patches in their study and the respective 
species home ranges were smaller than here. The results were varying. As in this study, 
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parameter estimates for one of the species could only be obtained for certain values of α. 
Unfortunately, they gave no explanation or speculation of its cause. For another species 
the predicted incidences did not fit the actual incidences obtained from census. Patch 
center-center distances were used in their modeling and the issue of patch shape was 
stressed in the sense of isolated inter patch distances differing from the modeled distance. 
For the other two species, predicted incidences were in reasonable congruence with field 
data. 
 
Another reservation to why the results should be taken with skepticism is the extremely 
low predicted extinction probabilities for larger patches. The estimated values of 
parameter e and x in the setup with short dispersal and total area gave an extinction 
probability of 1.05, 0.014 and 0.001% for a patch of 100, 200 and 500 hectare, 
respectively. For long dispersal and total area extinction probability was 8.74, 3.06 and 
0.08%, respectively. I argue that these probabilities, especially for short dispersal, are far 
to low. If the carrying capacity for each patch with presence was reached, a patch of 100, 
200 and 500 hectare would house approximately 5, 10 and 25 pairs, respectively. If so, 
expected extinction probabilities for long average dispersal would possibly match real 
life probabilities. Thus, I find the results generated with the use of long average dispersal 
distance more trustworthy. Experience gained from census tells me that the patches are 
far from near their carrying capacities. I have no such data as total numbers or density of 
hazel grouse in the patches, but it could take hundreds of hectares before encountering 
hazel grouse or finding droppings. Occupancy data obtained from 2 or more years can be 
used to better estimate e and x. 
 
As a conclusion I want to say that this general study reveals that the local hazel grouse 
metapopulation might be in dire straits of extinction. If hazel grouse is desirable in this 
area my advice to possible conservation plans would be to treat the patches with great 
care and promote establishment of new habitat until more thorough studies of the hazel 
grouse’s current situation have taken place. 
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Appendix 1 
 
Script of IF with fixed minimum patch area. Import Data of patch area, presence/absence 
and coordinates named “y.crd” and “x.crd” in text file is required to run the model. For 
details, see Oksanen (1994). 
 
 
#put in area data 
A<-hectar 
 
 
#put in presence/absence data 
p<-presence 
plot(y.crd, x.crd, asp = 1, xlab = "", ylab = "", cex = sqrt(A * + 5), 
pch = 21, col = p + 1, bg = 5 * p, bty="l") 
d<-dist(cbind(x.crd, y.crd)) 
d 
 
 
#abels scaling of distance (d) to desired unit 
avst<-d 
 
#put in desired alpha value 
alpha<- 
edis<-as.matrix(exp(-alpha*avst)) 
diag(edis)<-0 
edis<-sweep(edis, 2, A, "*") 
S<-rowSums(edis[, p > 0]) 
mod<-glm(p ~ offset(2 * log(S)) + log(A), family = binomial) 
summary(mod) 
beta<-coef(mod) 
(xhat<-beta[2]) 
 
 
#Put in minimum area in the empty parenthesis 
(AO<-min()) 
(ey<-exp(-beta[1]))  
(etilde<-AO^xhat) 
(ytilde<-ey/etilde) 
col<- heat.colors(100)[99* (1 - fitted(mod)) + 1] 
plot(y.crd, x.crd, asp = 1, xlab = "", ylab = "", pch = 21, col = 
"blue", bg = col, cex = sqrt(A*5)) 
alphascan<-function(alpha, avst, A, p) { 
edis<-as.matrix(exp(-alpha*avst)) 
diag(edis)<-0 
edis<-sweep(edis, 2, A, "*") 
S<-rowSums(edis[, p > 0]) 
mod<-glm(p ~ offset(2 * log(S)) + log(A), family = binomial) 
deviance(mod) 
} 
(sol<-optimize(alphascan, c(0.1, 5), avst = avst, p = p, A = A)) 
beta<- coef(mod) 
xhat<- beta[2] 
ey<- exp(-beta[1]) 
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etilde<- min(A[p > 0])^xhat 
ytilde<- ey/etilde 
par<- c(xhat, etilde, ytilde) 
names(par)<- c("x", "e", "y") 
par 
(tmp<- summary(mod)$coefficients) 
tmp[1, 1] + c(-2, 2) *tmp[1, 2] 
tmp[2, 1] + c(-2, 2) * tmp[2, 2] 
nseq<-21 
alpha<-seq(-1, 10, length = nseq) 
prof<-numeric(nseq) 
for (i in 1:nseq) prof[i]<-alphascan(alpha[i], avst = avst, A = A, p = 
p) 
plot(alpha, prof, ylab = "Deviance", type = "l", col = "blue", lwd = 3) 
abline(v = sol$minimum) 
abline(v = 1, lty = 2) 
abline(h = sol$objective + qchisq(0.95, 1)) 
metastep<- function(p, edis, E, y){ 
p<- p > 0  
if (any(p)){ 
S<-rowSums(edis[, p, drop = FALSE]) 
C<- S^2/(S^2 + y) 
cond<- ifelse(p, (1 - C) * E, C) 
p<- ifelse(runif(length(p)) < cond, !p, p) 
} 
as.numeric(p) 
} 
tmp<-p 
par 
E<- pmin(par[2]/A^par[1], 1) 
tmp<- metastep(tmp, edis, E, par[3]) 
occup<- matrix(0, nrow = length(p), ncol = 100 + 1) 
occup[, 1]<- p 
for (t in 1:100) occup[, t + 1]<- metastep(occup[,  
t], edis, E, par[3]) 
plot(colSums(occup), type = "l", col = "black", lwd = 2, 
xlab = "time", ylab = "Population Size") 
abline(h = mean(colSums(occup)), col = "black", lty = 2) 
alpha<-0.1 
M<- outer(A, A) * as.matrix(exp(-alpha * avst)) 
tmp<- eigen(M) 
lambda.M<- tmp$value[1] 
lambda.vec<-tmp$vector[, 1]^2 
plot(rowMeans(occup), fitted(mod), pch = 21, col = "red",  
bg = "yellow", xlab = "simulated incidence", ylab = "Fitted incidence") 
abline(0, 1, col = "blue") 
N<-length(A) 
take<- sample(N) 
tmp<- M[take, take] 
cap<- numeric(N) 
for (i in 1:N) cap[i] <- eigen(tmp[i:N, i:N])$value[1] 
plot(N:1, cap, xlab = "Number of patches", ylab = "Metapopulation 
Capacity",  
type = "b", col = "black", pch = 21, bg = "black") 
round(lambda.vec, 3) 
take<-rev(order(lambda.vec)) 
eigen(M[take[1:2], take[1:2]])$value[1] 
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eigen(M[take[3:N], take[3:N]])$value[1] 
best<-matrix(0, nrow = 2, ncol = 101) 
rest<-matrix(0, N-2, ncol = 101) 
best[,1]<-occup[take[1:2], 101] 
rest[,1]<-occup[take[3:N], 101] 
i<-take[1:2] 
for(t in 100) best[, t+1]<-metastep(best[,t], 
edis[i, i], E[i], par[3]) 
i<-take[3:N] 
for (t in 1:100) rest[, t+1]<-metastep(rest[, t], 
edis[i, i], E[i], par[3]) 
bestline<-c(colSums(occup[1:2, ]),colSums(best[, 
-1])) 
restline<-c(colSums(occup[3:N, ]), colSums(rest[, 
-1])) 
matplot(1:201, cbind(bestline, restline), xlab = "Time", 
ylab = "Occupied patches", type = "l", lwd = 2, 
lty = 1) 
abline(v = 101) 
legend(150, 0.8 * max(restline), c("2 Best", "Rest"), 
lty = 1, col = 1:2, lwd = 2) 
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Appendix 2  
 
Script of IF with fixed parameter values, eligible number of time steps in each simulation 
and ability to evaluate fitted incidences. Import Data of patch area, presence/absence and 
coordinates named “y.crd” and “x.crd” in text file is required to run the model. For 
details, see Oksanen (1994).  
 
#put in area data 
A<- 
 
#put in presence/absence data 
p<- 
plot(y.crd, x.crd, asp = 1, xlab = "", ylab = "", cex = sqrt((A/300) * 
+ 5), pch = 21, col = p + 1, bg = 28 * p, bty="l") 
d<-dist(cbind(x.crd, y.crd)) 
d 
 
#abels scaling of distance (d) to desired unit 
avst<-d 
 
 
#put in desired alpha value 
alpha<- 
edis<-as.matrix(exp(-alpha*avst)) 
diag(edis)<-0 
edis<-sweep(edis, 2, A, "*") 
S<-rowSums(edis[, p > 0]) 
mod<-glm(p ~ offset(2 * log(S)) + log(A), family = binomial) 
summary(mod) 
S 
fitted(mod) 
summary(fitted(mod)) 
sd(fitted(mod)) 
 
 
# put in values of parameter x, e and y 
x<- 
e<- 
y<-   
col<- heat.colors(100)[99* (1 - fitted(mod)) + 1] 
plot(y.crd, x.crd, asp = 1, xlab = "", ylab = "", pch = 21, col = 
"blue", bg = col, cex = sqrt((A/200)*5)) 
metastep<- function(p, edis, E, y){ 
p<- p > 0  
if (any(p)){ 
S<-rowSums(edis[, p, drop = FALSE]) 
C<- S^2/(S^2 + y) 
cond<- ifelse(p, (1 - C) * E, C) 
p<- ifelse(runif(length(p)) < cond, !p, p) 
} 
as.numeric(p) 
} 
tmp<-p 
E<- pmin(e/A^x, 1) 
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tmp<- metastep(tmp, edis, E, y) 
 
 
#put in desired number of timesteps for the simulation  
Z<- 
occup<- matrix(0, nrow = length(p), ncol = Z + 1) 
occup[, 1]<- p 
for (t in 1:Z) occup[, t + 1]<- metastep(occup[,  
t], edis, E, y) 
plot(colSums(occup), type = "l", col = "black", lwd = 2, 
xlab = "time", ylab = "Population Size") 
abline(h = mean(colSums(occup)), col = "black", lty = 2) 
alpha<-1 
M<- outer(A, A) * as.matrix(exp(-alpha * avst)) 
tmp<- eigen(M) 
lambda.M<- tmp$value[1] 
lambda.vec<-tmp$vector[, 1]^2 
plot(rowMeans(occup), fitted(mod), pch = 21, col = "red",  
bg = "yellow", xlab = "simulated incidence", ylab = "Fitted incidence") 
abline(0, 1, col = "blue") 
N<-length(A) 
take<- sample(N) 
tmp<- M[take, take] 
cap<- numeric(N) 
for (i in 1:N) cap[i] <- eigen(tmp[i:N, i:N])$value[1] 
plot(N:1, cap, xlab = "Number of patches", ylab = "Metapopulation 
Capacity",  
type = "b", col = "black", pch = 21, bg = "black") 
 
 
#Put in desired numbers of patches in simulation with the "q" best and 
the rest patches 
q<- 
round(lambda.vec, 3) 
take<-rev(order(lambda.vec)) 
eigen(M[take[1:q], take[1:q]])$value[1] 
eigen(M[take[(q+1):N], take[(q+1):N]])$value[1] 
best<-matrix(0, nrow = q, ncol = Z+1) 
rest<-matrix(0, N-q, ncol = Z+1) 
best[,1]<-occup[take[1:q], Z+1] 
rest[,1]<-occup[take[(q+1):N], Z+1] 
i<-take[1:q] 
for(t in Z) best[, t+1]<-metastep(best[,t], 
edis[i, i], E[i], y) 
i<-take[(q+1):N] 
for (t in 1:Z) rest[, t+1]<-metastep(rest[, t], 
edis[i, i], E[i], y) 
bestline<-c(colSums(occup[1:q, ]),colSums(best[, 
-1])) 
restline<-c(colSums(occup[(q+1):N, ]), colSums(rest[, 
-1])) 
matplot(1:((2*Z)+1), cbind(bestline, restline), xlab = "Time", 
ylab = "Occupied patches", type = "l", lwd = 2, 
lty = 1) 
abline(v = Z+1) 
legend((1.5*Z), 0.8 * max(restline), c("5 Best", "Rest"), 
lty = 1, col = 1:2, lwd = 2) 


